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Abstract: MEMS-based, surface-mounted structural health monitoring systems were 
recently proposed to locate possible damage events in lightweight composite structures. To 
track the structural dynamics induced by the external actions and identify in real-time the 
inception of drifts from the virgin, or undamaged state, recursive Bayesian filters are here 
adopted. As the main drawback of any on-line identification method might be linked to the 
excessive computational costs, two solutions are jointly enforced: an order-reduction of the 
numerical model used to track the structural behavior, through the proper orthogonal 
decomposition in its snapshot-based version; an improved particle filtering strategy, which 
features an extended Kalman updating of each evolving particle before the resampling 
stage. While the former method alone can reduce the number of effective degrees-of-
freedom of the structure to a few only (depending on the excitation), the latter allows to 
track the evolution of damage and also locate it thanks to an intricate formulation. To 
assess the proposed procedure, the case of a thin plate subject to bending is investigated; it 
is shown that, when the procedure is fed by measurements gathered by a network of inertial 
MEMS sensors appropriately deployed over the plate, damage is efficiently and accurately 
estimated and located. 
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The aim of this work is the development of an online damage identification method, or structural 
health monitoring strategy based on recursive Bayesian filters. Its main feature is the fast, robust and 
unbiased estimation of damage indexes associated to any given structure or, in other words, the 
estimation of the local stiffness of the system, by using partial observations of the whole structural 
state. This goal is attained by allowing for an effective model order reduction technique, to guarantee a 
reduced computational cost, and by coupling the procedure with a commercial finite element (FE) 
code. Hence, the strategy can be applied to a large variety of problems, featuring a wide range of FE 
formulations. 
As already pointed out here above, one of the main disadvantages of any identification technique 
based on recursive Bayesian filters is the entailed high computational burden. Two remedies are here 
adopted to mitigate such issue: a model order reduction, and an improved filtering strategy. The model 
order reduction is achieved by adopting a Galerkin-based projection of the original full model into a 
sub-space spanned by the so-called proper orthogonal modes (POMs), computed with the proper 
orthogonal decomposition (POD) in its snapshot-based version [1-3]. The formulation is organized in 
such a way that it results independent of the FE model used to discretize the structure and of its 
implementation. Hence, only some damage indexes affecting the original stiffness of the structure need 
to be handled. A dual estimation of the reduced order state and of damage parameters, together with an 
online update of the subspace, is based on a particle filter enhanced through the use of a further 
(extended) Kalman filter to move the particles before the resampling stage [2-4]. This intricate 
formulation allows tracking both the damage parameters and the dynamic evolution of the partially 
observed or hidden state of the system. 
In order to assess the capability of the identification procedure, a damaged thin plate case is 
considered. It is shown that the filter is able to identify and locate the damage even using a very 
reduced order of the system. The premises for feasibility of the presented method relies on recent 
developments in smart embedded data acquisition systems and MEMS (micro electro-mechanical 
systems) type accelerometers, that allow to collect vibration data for lightweight and small structures 
without altering their response [5]. 
Methods similar to those adopted herein for the dual estimation and subspace update were recently 
developed and successfully applied to shear-type buildings [1-3]. The current study represents an 
evolution of previous works, as it proves to be able to locate and estimate (almost) in real time a 
structural damage via a few vibration measurements only.  
2. Problem formulation  
To estimate the damage indexes and the current state of the system altogether, we make recourse to 
recursive Bayesian filters. An extended Kalman particle filter is used for joint state and parameter 
estimation, and a further Kalman filter is used to update the subspace provided by the POD. 
Likewise all recursive Bayesian inference algorithms, the procedure is started from an initial guess. 




and subspace of the system are initially available; the joint state and parameter estimation is next 
updated exploiting the following state space formulation: 
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where:               
  is the extended state of the system;       is the current state furnished by 
the reduced order model, ROM (hence, subscript   stands for the reduced state);    collects the sought 
model parameters, namely the damage indexes   ,         , that affect the structural stiffness 
matrix    (  ) of the reduced system;    is a zero mean, white Gaussian noise that represents the 
uncertainties in the process equation;    is the partially measured state of the system;  is the relevant 
measurement uncertainty vector;  is a Boolean matrix that links the observation vector to the current 
state;     denotes the matrix that included the first   POMs of the system [1-3],   being the order of 
the reduced model. 
Along with Eqs. ( ) and ( ), an additional one has to be considered in order to allow a time 
variation and update of the reduced order subspace via  : 
              (3)  
where   denotes a fictitious zero mean, white Gaussian noise with associated covariance ϒ. Like the 
other parameters of the proposed intricate formulation, ϒ needs to be tuned to obtain unbiased 
estimates of the subspace vectors. Table 1 provides the general outline of the method here proposed to 
estimate the damage indexes, track the evolution of the full state of the system and update the subspace 
spanned by the POMs of the structure. 
Table 1. General scheme of the proposed damage identification method. 
 
- Initialization at time    
- At time   , for         : 
 Prediction stage: 
1. Draw particles 
2. Push the particles toward the region of high probability through an 
EKF 
 Update stage: 
1. Evolve weights 
2. Resampling 
3. Compute expected value and other required statistics 
4. Predict subspace and associated covariance 
5. Calculate KF gain for updating subspace  





3. Results and Discussion 
To assess the capability and performances of the proposed approach, a benchmark test is 
considered. A square plate, whose width is 200 mm and thickness is 5 mm, is assumed to be made of 
Aluminum 6061-T6 (with Young’s modulus           MPa and density            kg/m3). A 
point load is applied at the mid-span, perpendicularly to the reference mid-plane; the maximum value 
of the load has been tuned in order for the material to always behave elastically. As far as boundary 
conditions are concerned, the plate is simply supported at the four corners. The plate has been modeled 
with the commercial FE code Abaqus, using the S4R general-purpose shell elements to take into 
account transverse shear deformations. Figure 1 depicts the problem boundary and loading conditions, 
along with the (artificial) subdivisions of the plate into four zones, or regions featuring their own 
damage indexes   ,        . Needless to say, such decomposition into zones can be totally 
independent of the background mesh adopted to space discretize the structure. 
Figure 1. Benchmark text: boundary conditions, load and zone numbering. 
 
 
To specifically assess the performance of the damage detection scheme, two configurations have 
been considered, both characterized by a non-zero damage    only in the first region: a former one is 
representative of a time-invariant state of the plate, where        throughout the whole analysis 
(namely from    ); a latter one is instead representative of a time-varying plate health, where 
       up to a specific time instant beyond which it instantaneously grows to       . Results 
reported hereafter can be shown to be rather invariant with the background space discretization. 
As for the time-invariant case, method performances are evaluated in Figure 2 as a function of the 
number of POMs, i.e. of the number of degrees of freedom retained in the ROM, in terms of 
estimations of the damage indexes starting from a trivial null initial guess. It must be mentioned that 
the observation data have been collected in this analysis during a pseudo-experimental test, wherein a 
full order simulation of the plate dynamics induced by a sinusoidally varying load has been run. It is 
clearly shown that a fast and well accurate estimate of    has been obtained by handling a reduced 
order model that features only   POMs. Figure 2(d) also shows the Euclidean norm of the relative 
estimation error of the damage indexes at varying number of POMs: it emerges that going beyond 
    would increase the computational burden without enhancing much the accuracy of the outcomes. 
As for the time-varying case, Figure 3(a) shows the results obtained when the subspace update 
strategy is purposely dropped in the joint state and parameter estimation, whereas Figure 3(b) gathers 
the same results obtained when the aforementioned subspace update is plugged in. It is seen that, 
without the proposed online update of the subspace matrix the scheme fails to track the evolution of 




Figure 2. Benchmark test with time-invariant damage state: (a) damage indexes    
identified with one POM retained in the ROM; (b) damage indexes    identified with two 
POMs; (c) damage indexes    identified with three POMs; (d) relative error of damage 
index estimation at varying order   of the ROM. 
(a)       (b) 
 
(c)       (d) 
 
4. Conclusions 
In this work, a new online damage identification method based on recursive Bayesian filters has 
been presented, and its application to a thin plate case has been shown. The method is based on an 
improved particle filtering strategy, wherein each generated particle is updated using also an extended 
Kalman filter, and on an order reduction of the numerical model used to track the structural behavior. 
As for this last stage, the proper orthogonal decomposition in its snapshot-based version has been 
adopted. The main innovation with respect to previous works concerns the possibility to locate and 
accurately estimate the damage parameters associated to the local reduction of the structural stiffness. 
Moreover, although this aspect has not been discussed here in details, the method has been coupled 





Figure 3. Benchmark test with time-evolving damage state: (a) damage indexes    
identified without POM update; (b) damage indexes    identified with POM update. 
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